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The First Scripture Reading today (July 1st, 2019) is both providential and fascinating. God has 
disclosed His plan to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah to Abraham and the reason for this was that, 
“The outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is so great and their sin so grievous” 
(Gen.18:20).  Abraham interceded that God would spare Sodom and Gomorrah if He could find fifty 
persons. The list continued than to ten, and the number was not found. God could have spared the 
city. What fascinates me is the humility of Abraham and how he presented his petition. He said, "See 
how I am presuming to speak to my Lord, though I am but dust and ashes! What if there are five less 
than fifty innocent people?” (Gen.18:27) 
 
Many in the world today get mad at God because of the disasters and violence we see around us; they 
neglect to ask for forgiveness for the world rather than take the seat of judgment and judge God for 
being unfair. Arrogance! It’s commendable to pray that God grants fairness and mercy, but to get 
angry at God is another manifestation of lack of knowledge. Some of us might have done this in the 
past, and God understands. However, after learning this way of humility of Abraham and we go back 
to getting mad at God and judging God, let us not forget that one day we all we stand before Him in 
judgment also. Let him who has ears hear. 
 
The reason why disastrous fire came upon Sodom and Gomorrah was mainly because of the iniquity 
of sexual pervasion: all that the Bible condemns in the Old Testament (Gen. 19:5) and reaffirms in 
the New Testament (Rom.1:27) cannot be changed forever. Jesus is the fullness of revelation in the 
New Testament. Dreadful judgment is upon all who propagate and change God’s teachings. All that 
the Bible and the sacred teachings of the Church describe as sodomism will continue to be sinful. If a 
generation does not get it, a future generation will live it in fullness, either by the grace of conversion 
or by the aftermath of global chastisement upon its preceding generation. 
 
Many persons, who have been praying fervently and living according to the teachings of God, are the 
reason why chastisement has not come upon the current world; these persons constantly bring the 
mercy of God down upon the universe. As many are currently departing the way of prayer and 
holiness, there is no guarantee that the chastisement will not come. However, like Abraham, may we 
continue to make supplications rather than desire that chastisement comes upon mankind. Nothing is 
impossible for God to grant; global conversion and renewal is our supplication. 
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